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QEP WHAT’S 
NEXT?CURATING
ACROSS THE 
CURRICULUM
Barry Mauer – Associate Professor of English, Interim 
Director of Texts and Technology Doctoral Program
John Venecek – Librarian, Research and Information 
Services, John C. Hitt Library
Barry’s Developing Interest in Curating
Monuments - 1996 Found Photographs - 2001
Barry . . . Mystory [Gregory Ulmer]
Barry . . . Comics - 2014
John’s Developing Interest in Curating
Integrative 
nature of 
curating 
Various curatorial “roles” 
• archivist
• artist
• critic 
• historian
• documenter
• promoter
• educator
• and many others!
Variety of Curating Methods
How to get a 
class doing this 
Student project - 2010
Publishing with 
Students
Chapter in Producing 
Public Memory: 
Museums, Memorials, 
and Archives as Sites for 
Teaching “Writing.” Eds. 
Jane Greer and Laurie 
Grobman. Routledge,
2015.
Making Repulsive Monuments
Theorizing Curating
Sampling across the Spectrum. Oxford 
University Press, 2014.
“Rigorous Infidelity: Whole Text Sampling in 
the Curatorial Work of Henri Langlois, 
Dewey Phillips, and Jean-François Lyotard.” 
Curating with the Mundy Collection
Curating in an Undergraduate Theory 
Class – and Exhibiting in the Big Read
The Citizen Curator Project!
Paging Keri Watson!
Curating Pulse 
Research 
Article
The St. John’s 
University Humanities 
Review. In Press
Spring 2017 – Curating Across the 
Curriculum Faculty Workshop
Faculty C.A.C. 
Workshop 
Participants
• Ilenia Colón Mendoza
• SVAD
• Ladda Thiamwong
• Nursing
• Linda Walters
• Biology
• Michael McManus
• Education
• Rose Beiler
• History
• Shannon Witten
• Psychology
• Tiffany Earley-Spadoni
• History
STARS as a 
Curating Site
RICHES as a 
Curating Site
Paging Connie Lester!
What’s Next?
• Interdisciplinary Curating and Museum Studies Minor 
THE END!
Contact bmauer@ucf.edu
For more info
